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Why?

Is the Climate really changing?



https://www.sciencetopia.net/geography/effects-climate-change
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/world-of-change/global-temperatures

https://www.sciencetopia.net/geography/effects-climate-change
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/world-of-change/global-temperatures




Trends of CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions in world total, rest of the world and top six emitting econom i e s ,



 
Regulation

What governments are doing?





https://renewable-carbon.eu/news/fi
t-for-55-the-eus-plan-for-a-green-tra
nsition/

Fit for 55: The EU’s plan for a green 
transition





Fines and Carbon Taxes?
 

Not yet, but coming soon!



 
Understanding IT emissions

And calculating





https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/Scope3_Calculation_Guidance_0.pdf



https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/sustainability/api-calculation-method



https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/sustainability/api-calculation-method



https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/sustainability/api-calculation-method
https://www.future-processing.com/blog/how-to-build-green-software-development/



Software Carbon Intensity (SCI) Specification

A specification and standardized protocol to calculate a carbon intensity score for 
software applications.

We can now measure the rate of carbon 
emissions for any type of application: 
console games, cloud applications, mobile 
applications, web applications, or internet 
of things devices. 

The purpose is to help users and 
developers make informed choices about 
which tools, approaches, architectures, 
and services they use in the future. It is a 
score rather than a total; lower numbers 
are better than higher numbers, and 
reaching 0 is impossible.



 
Wrong ways to reduce emissions



 
Greenwashing

https://www.clientearth.org/projects/the-greenwashing-files/shell/

https://www.clientearth.org/projects/the-greenwashing-files/shell/


 
Greenwashing fines



 
Carbon Offsets



 
Carbon Offsets

Carbon Offsets: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p8zAbFKpW0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p8zAbFKpW0


 
More

- Follow the Sun (mixed benefits) 



 
A better process





https://maturity-matrix.greensoftware.foundation/

https://maturity-matrix.greensoftware.foundation/


Focus areas 
 

Build internal knowledge base

Knowledge & Org Data and Reporting

Leadership and Board commitment

Get your data sorted and make a strategy 
for this business area. It’s at least an annual 
reporting thing!

Automate your Co2 data collection

The better data, the better reporting, the better 
decisions you makeImplement in the whole business - the 

annual Co2 report can’t stand alone



 
SRE



SRE is a job function, a mindset, 
and a set of engineering practices 
to run reliable production systems. 
Google Cloud helps you implement 
SRE principles through tooling, 
professional services, and other 
resources.

Strike the balance between 
speed and reliability

But what about Sustainability?

 
Purpose of SRE

https://cloud.google.com/sre



 
Key Metrics in SRE

● Latency: The time it takes for a system to respond to a request.
● Traffic: The volume of requests that a system is handling.
● Errors: The rate of requests that fail.
● Saturation: The percentage of available resources that are being consumed.

Google’s Golden Signals



 
Key Metrics in SRE

● Latency: The time it takes for a system to respond to a request.
● Traffic: The volume of requests that a system is handling.
● Errors: The rate of requests that fail.
● Saturation: The percentage of available resources that are being consumed.

Google’s Golden Signals

● SCI: Software Carbon Intensity, or CO2e 
emitted by a unit of software.

Fifth Golden Signal



 
SLO

● Reduce CO2e emissions inline with international agreements (or faster).

Keep the planet inhabitable



 
SLA & SLI

● Measure current CO2e emissions and set that level as initial SLA
● Find anti-patterns and eliminate obvious waste
● Systematically reduce SLA to drive incremental improvements
● Nudge engineering teams when SLA is broken

Drive positive change



 
Measurement Tools



Kubernetes Efficient 
Power Level Exporter 

Kepler (Kubernetes-based Efficient Power 
Level Exporter) is a Prometheus exporter. It 
uses eBPF to probe CPU performance 
counters and Linux kernel tracepoints.



Scaphandre
Energy consumption metrology agent. 
Let "scaph" dive and bring back the 
metrics that will help you make your 
systems and applications more 
sustainable !



 
Aether - Carbon Observability

https://github.com/re-cinq/aether
https://blog.re-cinq.com/posts/cloud-cpu-energy-consumption/

https://github.com/re-cinq/aether
https://blog.re-cinq.com/posts/cloud-cpu-energy-consumption/


 
Aether - Carbon Observability

https://github.com/re-cinq/aether
https://blog.re-cinq.com/posts/cloud-cpu-energy-consumption/

https://github.com/re-cinq/aether
https://blog.re-cinq.com/posts/cloud-cpu-energy-consumption/


Another 20-30% of 
savings

Continuous Profiling
 

Continuous profiling for analysis of CPU, memory usage over time, and 
down to the line number.

Saving infrastructure costs

Reducing carbon emissions

Improving performance and 
reliability



 
Profiling talks

Talk by ING:
https://github.com/high-performance-green-code
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbYZQl27ko8

Talk by Firefox:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17UdQO9Nr3rg4uEcfxyhQrrqec1sSDeG-_T1Hks4BhNU/edit
https://profiler.firefox.com/
https://github.com/firefox-devtools/profiler
https://share.firefox.dev/3l5H1aF

https://github.com/high-performance-green-code
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbYZQl27ko8
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17UdQO9Nr3rg4uEcfxyhQrrqec1sSDeG-_T1Hks4BhNU/edit
https://profiler.firefox.com/
https://github.com/firefox-devtools/profiler
https://share.firefox.dev/3l5H1aF


 
How to achieve even more

Choose your language, 
but mind the refactoring gap

https://greenlab.di.uminho.pt/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/sleFinal.pdf



The Sustainable IT 50 % Challenge
The low-hanging fruits

Identify and switch off those 
zombie servers that aren’t 
doing anything

Zombies

Do a right-sizing exercise on all 
your servers because 
everything tends to be
overprovisioned to start with.

Right-Sizing

Autoscaling

Because of multi-tenancy, cloud 
already uses only a fraction of 
the electricity of an on prem DC. 
AWS claims to be 3.4 times more 
energy efficient.

Cloud

Make use of auto-scaling at peak 
and scale down to the bare 
minimum.

x86 vs. ARM

CPU Architecture



 
Other waste patterns

● Separate spiky and stable loads to reduce cluster size (running routine stable load and 
heavy butch jobs in the same cluster may lead to significant over-provisioning) 

● Only request resources you really need (monitor CPU, RAM, etc.)
● Optimize resource utilisation in deployment and runtime (container images, JVM 

settings, etc.)
● Minimize provisioning of test environments
● Match SLOs to business objectives (99.999% uptime leads to higher emissions than 

99.999%)
● Replace or retire complex tools, DBs etc. (requires CSI benchmarking)
● And a lot more …

Other useful patterns at GSF: https://patterns.greensoftware.foundation/

Ways to reduce emissions (examples)

https://patterns.greensoftware.foundation/




 
Extending Hardware Life

Saves $$$ and Carbon



Wrapping Up

Infrastructure savings 
of ~50%

01
02

03
Software savings of 
additional 20-30%

Programming 
languages and other 

tools, it depends



 
Some random examples

Bananas and more







 
What can I do now?

- Read “Building Green Software”
- Start measuring

- Talk to  


